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ABSTRACT

1

To protect users’ privacy, it is important to understand how they
value personal information. Prior work identifed how framing effects alter users’ valuations and highlighted the difculty in eliciting
real valuations through user studies under hypothetical circumstances. However, our understanding of users’ valuations remains
limited to specifc entities, information types, and levels of realism.
We examined the efects of realism and purpose of use on users’
valuations of their personal information. Specifcally, we conducted
an online study in which participants (N=434) were asked to assign
monetary value to their personal information in the context of
an information marketplace involving diferent receiving parties,
while we experimentally manipulated the level of realism of the
scenario and the timing of eliciting valuations. Among our fndings
is a nuanced understanding of valuation biases, including when
they may not apply. For example, we fnd that, contrary to common
belief, participants’ valuations are not generally higher in hypothetical scenarios compared to realistic ones. Importantly, we fnd
that while absolute valuations vary greatly between participants,
the order in which users prioritize information types (i.e., users’
relative valuations of diferent attributes) remains stable across the
levels of realism we study. We discuss how our fndings inform
system design and future studies.

A growing trend in online services is the pervasive collection and
use of users’ personal information—attributes like age, gender, and
location—for a range of purposes, from website customization and
service personalization to targeted advertising. While users sometimes appreciate the benefts resulting from the use of their information, they often express concern about sharing it [43, 61]. Hence,
understanding how users value their personal information has become an important question, including for system design (e.g., will
users be outraged by what information a system is using and for
what purpose? [13]) and legislation and public policy (e.g., how
should users be compensated as part of data-breach lawsuits [37]).
Measuring users’ valuations of personal information, however, is
challenging due to the many factors that afect privacy preferences
and behavior. For example, experimental elicitation of users’ valuation of their information is often complicated by the endowment
efect: namely, users may undervalue personal information that
they have already shared [18]. More importantly, experimentally
elicited valuations are commonly inconsistent with real behavior—
users who report being concerned about their privacy often share
their personal information in real life [56], a phenomenon often
called the privacy paradox [41, 64].
Prior work, however, has not precisely quantifed the diference
in hypothetical and real valuation of personal information. Hence,
it remains unclear whether the privacy paradox is a uniquely strong
phenomenon, or whether it simply refects the commonly observed
hypothetical bias—humans’ tendency to respond diferently to hypothetical scenarios than to similar real scenarios—that has been
well studied for other kinds of goods [33, 34]. Further, it is unclear
to what extent hypothetical valuations may still be useful, even if
they do not perfectly capture real-world behavior; for example, are
relative valuations derived from hypothetical questions valid even if
absolute valuations are not? In addition, while various studies have
considered both the efect of contextual information on privacy
preferences and some of the economic biases inherent in privacy
valuation, little work has considered how these factors interact.
To fll these gaps, we conducted an online between-subjects user
study in which we elicited users’ valuations for seven personal
attributes when shared with six diferent receiving parties. Our
study was framed in the context of an information market that
aggregates information about users, sells it to interested parties,
and compensates users whose information is sold at a price the
users set. Participants were assigned to one of fve conditions that
varied in terms of realism—to measure hypothetical bias—and in
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whether endowment efects were introduced. Thus, in total, we controlled for four factors, each of which has been individually found
to afect users’ preferences and behavior: the type of personal information [32], with whom information is shared [46], the existence
of endowment efects [18], and whether the scenario is realistic or
hypothetical [56]. By including all four factors, we can explore how
well results about the economic biases of privacy valuation do (not)
generalize to diferent information-sharing contexts.
Our study improves our understanding of valuation biases in
ways that can beneft both system design and future studies. Contrary to what one would expect given the privacy paradox, for
example, we found that participants’ valuations for the attributes
we studied were generally not signifcantly higher in the hypothetical conditions than in the realistic conditions. We also observed
a nuanced endowment efect: Rather than decreasing the valuations of attributes overall, it appears to afect only the valuations
of certain attributes (e.g., phone number and home address).
One of our goals was to determine whether we could establish
specifc relationships between the valuations of attributes based on
the conditions we varied. We found that participants’ rankings of
attributes remained stable even when changing the level of realism,
introducing endowment efects, or changing the entities to whom
the information was sold. Thus, we were able to train machinelearning models on data from hypothetical conditions to predict
rankings in realistic conditions with high accuracy.
We next discuss related work (Sec. 2), followed by an explanation
of our methodology (Sec. 3). We then present our results (Sec. 4),
discuss how they inform system design and future studies (Sec. 5),
and conclude (Sec. 6).

its retention time afect users’ willingness to share information
(e.g., [2, 8, 11, 14, 17, 25, 32, 35, 42, 48, 54]). Leon et al. performed
a large-scale survey in which participants were asked about their
willingness to share 30 types of information with online advertisers [32]. They found some types of information that most participants would share (e.g., gender) and other classes that about half of
users would prefer to keep private (e.g., phone number). Acquisti
et al. found evidence of endowment and order efects on privacy
valuation; whether participants were asked how much they would
sell their data for versus how much they would pay to protect it
and the order of diferent ofers for their data both signifcantly
afected the values they provided [2]. Similar endowment efects
were found by researchers studying users’ willingness to pay for
privacy protection in smartphone applications [14]. In recent work,
Chanchary and Chiasson found that the presence of mechanisms
to control what data is shared and with whom increased participants’ willingness to share [8]. Diferently from us, prior research
eforts focused on studying one dimension of contextual integrity
at a time. In contrast, we examine interactions among the diferent
dimensions.
Prior work also emphasized the importance of trust on sharing
decisions. Costante et al. used a general trust perception model
to quantify the user’s trust in diferent websites [11]. Joinson et
al. found that the trust that users place in the entity with whom
they share data afects their willingness to share and that trust
can compensate for privacy-invasive sharing: If a user trusts an
entity, they may share otherwise-sensitive data [25]. These fndings
further support our design choice to study sharing decisions with
a variety of entities whom users may trust variably.

2 RELATED WORK

2.2

Our research lies at the intersection of three diferent lines of work:
work studying how context afects privacy concerns and behavior,
privacy-economics research studying how users valuate privacy,
and general economics research studying hypothetical bias. We
next discuss related work in each of these subfelds.

Some studies relied on conjoint analysis—a technique borrowed
from the economics literature that can be used to indirectly extract
the monetary values of products’ features by asking users to rank
diferent products—to fnd the monetary value users assign to privacy controls and private information [19, 29, 50, 51]. For example,
Pu and Grossklags found that participants sharing a friend’s personal information with a smartphone app would sell it for $1.01
when it is irrelevant to the app’s functionality, and for $0.68 otherwise. While conjoint analysis is useful in some cases, the mechanics
of using it (it relies on users either ranking all options or making
a series of choices about which of two options is preferred) make
it difcult to design a plausibly realistic condition for valuating
privacy. As such, it cannot easily be used to measure hypothetical
bias in our context.
The previously described studies examined privacy behaviors
using hypothetical surveys. However, privacy-sensitive disclosure
often happen in more realistic settings (e.g., when flling in membership forms at stores) in which participants may gain tangible beneft from the disclosure—which may change their behavior. In fact,
prior work showed that users’ inclination to share their attributes
in real settings is often higher than reported in hypothetical studies [22, 56]. The diference between reported privacy attitudes and
actual behavior is often referred to as the privacy paradox [41, 64].
Many research eforts have studied users’ data-sharing behavior in realistic settings (e.g., [5, 6, 12, 16, 18, 20, 23, 46, 47, 58, 60]).

2.1 Privacy in context
Prior work showed that users are concerned about sharing personal
data in diferent applications, such as search result personalization,
single-sign-on authentication (SSO), recommender systems, and
others (e.g., [8, 15, 27, 28, 43, 55, 59, 61]). For example, researchers
discovered that although users generally preferred personalized
search results, for certain sensitive topics this beneft was outweighed by privacy concerns [43].
As supported by Nissenbaum’s theory of privacy as contextual
integrity [40], context is a key factor in users’ decisions to share
personal data online. Contextual integrity identifes fve parameters
that afect data-sharing decisions: the data subject, sender, recipient,
information type, and transmission principle (e.g., retention time).
As discussed in Sec. 3, in this work we explore the efects of the
last three parameters jointly.
In the light of users’ privacy concerns and motivated by the
contextual integrity theory, researchers have studied what factors
afect users’ data-sharing decisions, fnding that factors such as
the type of data being shared, with whom it is being shared, and
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To observe actual behavior, researchers in this line of work try to
ensure incentive compatibility, namely, that participants achieve
the best outcome by acting according to their true preferences.
Notably, Tsai et al. found that participants shopping for sensitive
products online are ready to pay a $0.60 premium to purchase from
a website that protects their privacy [60]. To ensure incentive compatibility, the money used for shopping was deducted from the
amount participants received as compensation for participating
in the study. Huberman et al. used a second-price auction as an
incentive-compatibility mechanism in a study where participants
were asked to share their age or weight with others in return for
a monetary gain [20]. They found that participants with less socially acceptable traits (older or more overweight) valued their
information more highly. Grossklags et al. presented participants
with two types of ofers: one involving protecting themselves from
information release in exchange for money and the other involving releasing their information in exchange for money [18]. They
found signs of endowment efects: participants were willing to pay
lower amounts in exchange for protecting their information from
being released than they were willing to accept for selling their
information.
In contrast to prior work, we elicit our participants’ valuations for
several personal attributes and measure how they change between
hypothetical and realistic conditions, as well as when the data is
shared with diferent entities. We show that the privacy paradox
may not be as universal as once believed to be. Moreover, our
study design allows us to quantify people’s hypothetical bias when
evaluating diferent attributes (i.e., to quantify the actual diference
in valuations between hypothetical and real settings).

Entity

Description

Ad networks

Finding potential consumers to advertise products or special deals

Federal agencies
Insurance companies

Producing census data about American people
Customizing and advertising insurance plans

Market research companies

Providing guidance to companies about consumer preferences

Political parties
Research pools

Conducting political surveys and polls
Recruiting participants for academic research
studies

Table 1: Entities we asked about and their descriptions (as
shown to participants).

3.1

Study design

In all study conditions, participants frst completed a distraction
task in which they were asked to distinguish between images of
real objects and objects generated by an artifcial intelligence algorithm. Because the distraction task was mainly intended to prevent
suspicion in the deception conditions (see below), it was always
presented as the main task in the study. The distraction task also
served to avoid bias during recruitment; by avoiding advertising
the study as one concerning privacy, we hoped to avoid bias in our
sample toward the less privacy-concerned. Moreover, including the
distraction task helped control for social-desirability efects, which
may lead participants who know their privacy-related behavior is
being observed to over-value it [44].
Then, to elicit participants’ valuation of their personal information, we asked participants to assign a dollar value to each of
seven personal attributes as remuneration for sharing them with six
diferent receiving parties. The attributes we asked about were age,
email address, gender, home address, occupation, phone number,
and relationship status. We chose these attributes because previous work showed that diferent users fnd them to be diferently
sensitive [32]. Further, these attributes can be requested via Google
Single Sign-On (SSO), which (as described below) adds to the realism of our realistic conditions. Table 1 lists the six receiving entities,
along with descriptions provided to participants. We developed this
list based on entities with which people often share personal information in real life; our pilot studies confrmed that these entities
elicited sufcient variation in responses.
This valuation activity was performed in the context of a (fctional) information market operated by our institution. As in the
work of Laudon and Varian [31, 62], the market was presented as a
central entity that gathers personal information about individuals
and sells it to interested entities. For each combination of attribute
and party, participants could either assign a price at which to sell the
attribute or opt not to sell the attribute. We designed our pricing explanation to mimic eBay’s explanation of their auction mechanism
(except in reverse, because users are selling rather than buying).
We explained to participants that attribute buyers would use their
limited budgets to purchase only the lowest-priced attributes available; however, analogously to eBay, all sellers would be paid at or

2.3 Hypothetical bias
Hypothetical bias for public and private tangible goods has been
extensively studied (e.g., [9, 10, 33, 34, 38]). For example, one metaanalysis combined results from 29 diferent experimental designs,
fnding that hypothetical bias causes participants to over-value all
goods, but more so for public goods than private goods [33]. As
another example, in the domain of buying tangible goods, realistic
scenarios have been found to better predict actual behavior than
hypothetical scenarios [9].
We extend prior work by systematically exploring hypothetical bias specifcally in the context of sharing private personal
attributes.

3 METHODOLOGY
We conducted a large-scale between-subjects online study with 434
participants, which we split between fve conditions. To administer
the study, we used Prolifc [49], a crowdsourcing platform developed
at the University of Oxford. We analyzed the collected data via
quantitative methods to get insight into how diferent factors—
information type, receiving party, and realism—afect participants’
absolute and relative valuations of their information. Below we
present our study design, the analysis methods, and the limitations
of each.
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above their specifed price for any attribute sold.1 By modeling our
explanation on eBay’s, we expected that participants would have
sufcient understanding to efectively price their attributes. We
note that this value-elicitation mechanism is incentive compatible
(see [30]); namely, it incentivizes participants to provide valuations
that refect how much they believe various attributes are actually
worth.
To introduce them to the market, participants were required to
read several paragraphs of explanatory text, including examples. To
help ensure participants read carefully, we broke the text into multiple pages and included two attention-check questions assessing
the participant’s understanding of the market. The frst attention
check concerned the overall goals of the market, and the second
how buyers would select lowest-priced oferings. In each case, if
the participant got the question wrong once, we returned them
to the explanation and asked them to try again. We exclude any
participant who failed either question both times from our analysis.
Each participant was assigned to one of fve conditions; two
realistic and three hypothetical (and increasingly less realistic):

Google account was accurate, stressing that their answers would
not afect their compensation. We also deleted all information we
gathered about participants when they logged in through Google
SSO. Prolifc approved our collection of participants’ personal information via Google SSO. In contrast, the collection of personal
information is against the terms of service in more popular and
well-studied platforms (e.g., Amazon Mechanical Turk [26]).
Realistic without endowment (RealNoEnd ): This condition
was nearly identical to RealEnd . The key diference was that participants were not asked to log in with Google SSO at the beginning of
the study (thus eliminating endowment efects). After we collected
their valuations, we did ask participants to log in; we then gave
them the option to revisit their valuations.
As in condition RealEnd , participants were debriefed about the
deception at the end and were asked about the accuracy of the
data collected via Google. Then, all Google SSO data we gathered
was deleted. We also asked participants who changed their initial
valuations about their reasoning.
Less realistic (HypLow ): In this hypothetical condition, participants were told that they would not be earning money through the
market or sharing their information with it. Instead, participants
were told that they would be helping to evaluate a market that was
on the verge of becoming operational.
Even less realistic (HypMedium ): This condition is even more
hypothetical than HypLow . Participants were told that they would
be helping to evaluate the idea of the information market, which
researchers were considering implementing.
Least realistic (HypHigh ): In the most hypothetical condition,
participants were merely instructed to imagine they were selling
their information to diferent parties via a market.
Participants were never asked to log in with Google SSO during
any of the hypothetical conditions.
In the traditional economics literature, the valuations elicited in
our realistic conditions (RealEnd and RealNoEnd ) are often referred
to as revealed preferences and the valuations elicited in the hypothetical conditions (HypLow , HypMedium , and HypHigh ) as stated
preferences or contigent valuations [7]. We use the terms realistic
and hypothetical valuations for the sake of simplicity and clarity to
a non-economics audience.
As the last task in the study, participants from all conditions were
asked whether they think their valuations would difer outside of
a user study, ten questions from the Internet Users’ Information
Privacy Concerns (IUIPC) scale [36], and demographic questions.
The question about whether valuations would change outside the
study was intended to gauge whether participants in realistic conditions believed the presented scenario. The IUIPC scale is used
to gauge users’ privacy concern and consists of three sub-scales:
control, awareness, and collection. The sub-scales range between 1
and 7, with higher values indicating higher privacy concern. The
protocols for all fve conditions can be found in App. A.
We used Prolifc controls to confne the sampling of our participants to people living in the United States who were at least 18
years old and whose approval rate was above 90%. Participants in
all conditions were compensated $2.50 (corresponding to $10/hr
compensation and above the $7.25/hr minimum wage), and participants in the two realistic conditions received an additional $1.50

Realistic with endowment (RealEnd ). Participants in this condition were (deceptively) told that the information market was operational and that they could potentially earn additional money by
opting to sell their information. We provided them with a URL to a
mock-up website describing the information market. Participants
were asked at the beginning of the study to sign in with their Google
SSO accounts in order to share their information. The reason for
this was twofold: to convince participants that they would need to
sell real data, rather than making up fctional attributes to sell; and
to establish an endowment efect by having participants provide us
with personal data before valuating that data (i.e., the potential to
undervalue information that has already been shared) [2]. Before
the valuation task, we showed participants the information already
collected from them (as a reminder that they had already shared it
with us). We also told participants that if any information that was
not available on their Google account was sold, the market would
contact them to collect it.
A crucial part of the design of this condition (and RealNoEnd ,
described next) was to make the user experience fully realistic
up to the point where participants would have potentially been
additionally paid for one or more of their attributes. Specifcally, for
participants who might have had some of their attributes purchased,
the interactions they experienced were exactly the same (including
actually sharing their attributes with us via SSO login) as they would
have been if the marketplace had been real; the only diference is
that instead of receiving additional payment for attributes, they
received a debrief, described below. Similarly, for participants who
did not bid a sufciently low value for their information to be
purchased, the process they experienced was identical to what it
would have been if the marketplace had been real, with the debrief
tacked on at the end. Hence, although we did not actually purchase
attributes participants ofered for sale, the study design minimizes
or eliminates the impact of this on the realism of the condition as
experienced by participants.
Participants were debriefed about the deception at the end of the
study. We then asked them which information collected from their
1 https://ocsnext.ebay.com/ocs/sr?&query=337
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to compensate for the deception. Our study was approved by our
institution’s ethics board.

attribute pairs had the same internal order in the two participants’
rankings, while τ = 0.75 means that 87.5% of pairs did.
Kendall’s τ is agnostic to the location of the mismatch between
rankings; as a result, this metric is insufcient by itself when some
mismatches are more important than others. Therefore, we complement it using NDCG [21], which is often used to evaluate the
performance of information-retrieval and recommendation systems.
Given a predicted ranking rˆ and a true ranking r , NDCG measures
how well rˆ estimates r , where a perfect match has NDCG = 1 and
poorer matches have NDCG approaching 0. NDCG takes position
in the rankings into account; higher-ranked attributes must be predicted accurately to achieve a high gain. In contrast, mispredictions
in lower-ranked attributes have less impact on the gain.

3.2 Analysis
Here we discuss the quantitative methods and metrics that we used
in our analyses.
Examining absolute valuations. To understand the factors
impacting participants’ valuations, we implemented a mixed-efect
linear model [45]. In this model, the dependent variable was the
amount of dollars an attribute was sold for.2 Values were classifed as outliers using the interquartile range (IQR) method; logtransformed values falling outside three times the IQR (often denoted extreme outliers) were excluded from our primary analysis.
This method has been used by other researchers studying valuation
data (e.g., [63]) and was important for two reasons. Firstly, outlier removal was necessary to satisfy assumptions of normality for
the regressions we performed. Secondly, it allowed us to exclude
instances in which participants gave impractically large values
for attributes (e.g., $10 billion for a phone number),3 a behavior
observed in other privacy valuation studies (e.g., [18, 57]).
To understand participants’ likelihood of selling attributes, we
also implemented a mixed-efect logistic regression model. This
model helped us measure how the likelihood of selling information
changed as a result of changing the factors we considered. A random
participant intercept was incorporated into both models to account
for participants providing values for multiple attributes and parties.
Model selection was performed according to a backward selection approach by comparing the Bayesian information criterion
(BIC) for diferent model variations [53]. Model ft was quantifed using both marginal R 2 and conditional R 2 [4]. Marginal R 2 describes
the variance explained by fxed efects alone, while conditional R 2
describes the variance explained by the combination of fxed and
random efects [39].
To examine whether individual factors in our model had a statistically signifcant efect, we perform Wald tests. Hypothesis tests
for non-zero efects of model factors for attribute type, receiving
party, and level of realism constitute a priori hypotheses, as these
hypotheses were formulated at the beginning of the study, informed
by prior work. Given the exploratory nature of our examination
of factor interactions, for Wald tests involving interaction terms
we apply the Holm-Bonferonni multiple testing correction, within
each regression model.

Examining dropout rates. To test whether dropout rates differed between conditions, we used Pearson’s χ 2 omnibus test. For
pairwise comparisons between conditions, we used Fisher’s exact test. Post-hoc comparison p-values were corrected using the
Holm-Bonferroni method.
A concern when dropouts rates difer between conditions is
whether this introduces bias into experimental groups; e.g., if a
higher dropout rate in Real conditions led to a smaller proportion of
privacy-sensitive participants in Real compared to Hyp conditions.
To test this, we examined the IUIPC scores of participants who did
not drop out.4 Specifcally, we use the Mann-Whitney U test to
examine whether Real participants difered from Hyp participants
in any of the three IUIPC privacy subscales.

3.3

Limitations

Our results should be interpreted in the context of several study limitations. First, eliciting valuations directly may not exactly match
situations in which users typically disclose information. In systems
like SSO and Android permission systems, users more typically
derive a non-monetary beneft, such as saving time or receiving
personalized service, from taking an action that results in the disclosure of personal information. Nonetheless, because this efect
would equally modify all conditions and attributes—and because
there are many non-monetary benefts and contexts that could be
studied—we believe that our straightforward method of preference
elicitation is both appropriate and resulted in useful insights.
Second, some participants in RealEnd and RealNoEnd may not
have have been convinced that the information marketplace was
real despite the deception. We tried to address this in part through
the use of Google SSO. By incorporating Google SSO, nearly all
participants shared at least one attribute (email address) and many
shared their birthdate, gender, and profle picture (see Sec. 4). The
goal of this sharing was not to collect all data the marketplace would
collect, but to improve realism by bolstering belief that we would
be collecting that data. Participants’ answers also evidence their
belief in the realism of the presented scenario, as fewer than 13% of
participants in the realistic conditions reported they would change
their responses outside of our study. Further, the 11 participants
in RealNoEnd who changed their initial valuations after signing in
with Google made comments suggesting that the act of signing in
added to the study’s realism.

Examining rankings. To compare rankings we use Kendall’s
τ correlation and the Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain
(NDCG).
Kendall’s τ is a correlation statistic that ranges between −1 and 1,
where 1 indicates that two sets of attributes have exactly the same
rankings and -1 indicates completely opposite rankings. This metric
considers all pairs of attributes; the more pairs that are ordered the
same (e.g., both participants rank attribute A above attribute B),
the higher the τ . For example, τ = 0.25 means that 62.5% of the
2 We

applied a log(amount +1) transformation to satisfy assumptions of normality and
to account for 0 values.
3 Inspection of these instances suggests that some participants voiced discontent with
being asked to price personal data by setting very high prices.

4 Our

analysis could not directly examine the IUIPC scores of dropouts, since this
information was not available.
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Online studies involving deception can sufer if potential participants share information before taking the study. For our study, we
believe it is unlikely that participants discussed the study’s deceptive component with future participants, as (unlike for Amazon’s
Mechanical Turk) we were unable to fnd online communities discussing Prolifc tasks and the data was collected within roughly
fve hours.
Third, as in many studies, our participants are not completely
representative of the population. As shown in prior work, participants recruited through crowdsourcing platforms are often younger,
more educated, and more privacy-sensitive than the general population [26]. While we are unaware of studies comparing Prolifc users
with the general population, we have no reason to believe they
would be more representative than those of other crowdsourcing
platforms.
Finally, it may be possible that participants in conditions RealEnd
and RealNoEnd used fake (or “burner”) Google accounts to participate
in our study. We did not encounter signs of such behavior.

values from our primary analyses, which removed less than 10% of
our data. The proportion of outliers removed did not signifcantly
difer between conditions, according to a χ 2 test of independence
(p=.07).
For most Real participants, we collected their Google profle
picture, email address, and date of birth (Figure 1). Besides profle
picture, most of the collected info was reported by participants as
accurate.5
Inaccurate

Accurate

Profile picture
Email
Birthday

Attribute

Gender
Residence
Employer
School
Phone number
Relationship
Address

4 RESULTS

Skills

We analyzed the data from our survey quantitatively, along several
axes. First we examined how participants’ valuations and likelihood
of selling were afected by the factors we considered. Second, we
studied how the rankings of attributes difered among conditions.
Finally, we studied the reasons that led some participants to drop
out from the study. We report on the results after presenting our
participants.

Occupation
0

30

60

90

Number of participants

Figure 1: Attributes collected from Real participants’ Google
profles.

4.1 Participants

4.2

A total of 457 participants completed our survey. We excluded from
our analysis 22 participants who failed either attention check after
two attempts. Of the remaining 434 participants, 61 were assigned
to RealEnd , 53 to RealNoEnd , 104 to HypLow , 112 to HypMedium , and
104 to HypHigh . Participants were randomly assigned to conditions,
and the number of participants assigned to RealEnd and RealNoEnd
(92 and 98, respectively) was comparable to that of the hypothetical
conditions; however, as we discuss in Sec. 4.4, RealEnd and RealNoEnd
had higher dropout rates.
Participants’ ages ranged from 18 to 76 years, with a median of
29 years. The gender distribution was 41% female and 57% male,
with the remainder specifying other or choosing not to answer.
The majority (58%) of participants held an associate’s degree or
higher. 60% of participants reported an annual income of between
$25,000 and $99,999, 18% reported $24,999 or less, and 14% reported
$100,000 or more. Their most common primary occupation types
were college student (13%); service (e.g., retail clerk, server; 11%);
unemployed (10%); and computer engineer or IT professional (10%).
Their average IUIPC factor scores were 6.0 (sd=0.9) for control, 6.4
(sd=0.9) for awareness, and 5.8 (sd=1.2) for collection, indicating
that our participants are concerned about their privacy.
According to our outlier criteria, 42 participants (408 valuations)
were considered outliers: 11 participants (118 valuations) in RealEnd ,
2 participants (28 valuations) in RealNoEnd , 7 participants (70 valuations) in HypLow , 13 participants (122 valuations) in HypMedium ,
and 9 participants (70 valuations) in HypHigh . Outlier values ranged
from $250 to $10,000,000,000. We excluded participants with outlier

To understand how participants value their personal attributes, it
is necessary to consider both the dollar values they assigned to
their attributes and instances in which they chose to forgo selling
an attribute altogether. We analyze both of these outcomes using
separate regression models, trained on the values provided by the
392 participants not classifed as outliers. We provide examples of
predictions from our regression models for illustrative purposes.
We also make conclusions about individual factor signifcance (e.g.,
about RealEnd , i.e., the endowment efect) based on hypothesis tests.
While predictions from our trained models may indicate a factor
has a non-zero efect, our conclusions about non-zero efects with
respect to the population are based on statistically sound hypothesis
tests.
An overview of participants’ attribute valuations is provided
in Figure 2. The percentage of participants that chose to sell each
attribute (to diferent third parties and in diferent conditions) is
summarized in Figure 3.

Attribute valuations

4.2.1 Dollar values. We frst attempted to determine which factors
afected, and to what extent, participants’ assignment of dollar
values to personal attributes. We investigate this via a mixed-factor
linear regression analysis. We began model selection from a model
that included fxed efects for condition, attribute, receiving party,
and all two-way interactions between condition, attribute, and
party. In addition, the model included fxed efects for the following
5 We

suspect the reason for profle pictures not always being accurate is that Google
returns placeholder profle pictures when the user has not explicitly set one in their
profle.
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Figure 2: Median values assigned by participants. Shown for diferent attributes, receiving parties, and levels of realism for
the elicitation scenario.
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Figure 3: Percent of participants that chose to sell an attribute. Shown for diferent attributes, receiving parties, and levels of
realism of the elicitation scenario.
demographic variables: age (centered by subtracting the mean),
gender, highest level of education, primary occupation, income
range, ethnicity, and the three IUIPC subscales (control, awareness,
and collection, each centered). Table 2 lists the variables present
in the model after performing model selection.6 Wald tests for
each fxed efect in the fnal model other than condition7 were
statistically signifcant (p ≤ .04).
The results of our regression model are summarized in Table 2.
For this model, 74.8% of the outcome variance was explained by
the combination of fxed efects and the random participant intercept, while 13.3% of the variance was explained by the fxed efects
alone. This suggests that knowledge of attribute type, receiving
party, realism with which the elicitation scenario is presented, and

the demographic variables we considered is insufcient to accurately predict an arbitrary individual’s dollar valuations. Instead,
dollar valuations more strongly depend on a combination of these
factors and latent factors relating to each individual’s preferences
that we did not measure (i.e., the random participant intercept).
Our model includes interactions between condition and receiving
party and between condition and attribute, suggesting values difer
based on the combination of scenario realism and either party or
attribute. However, our fnal model does not include an interaction
between attribute and party, suggesting their combination does not
greatly impact values. The factors present in our fnal model were
consistent with earlier models that we trained on separate pilot
data.
For individuals with IUIPC-collection scores equal to the average
in our sample (5.7), our model predicts the highest valuation ($24.22)
for phone number in the least realistic scenario (HypHigh ) when
selling to political parties. Given the same IUIPC-collection score,
the lowest predicted value ($2.97) is for gender when selling to

6 In

Tables 2, 3, and 4, variables corresponding to interaction terms are shown only if
statistically signifcant.
interaction terms involving condition were included in the model, condition
was also retained.
7 Since
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a research pool in the scenario where elicitation occurs prior to
attribute collection (RealNoEnd ).
Attributes that could be used to contact participants—phone
number, home address, and email address—were sold for higher
amounts than other attributes. For receiving parties, participants
listed higher amounts when selling to political parties, advertising
networks, market research companies, and insurance companies;
and lower for federal agencies and research pools. Based on our
model, the type of attribute tends to have a larger efect on selling
price than receiving party.
Comparing RealEnd to RealNoEnd , we do not fnd a general trend
of valuations being less if participants had already given us their
Google attributes (the coefcient for RealEnd is not signifcantly
diferent than 0), which one might expect because of the endowment
efect. However, we do fnd instances where the interaction between
RealEnd and certain attribute types is statistically signifcant: on
average, participants sold their home address and phone number for
signifcantly less in RealEnd (phone number: $9.20, home address:
$8.01) than in RealNoEnd (phone number: $13.82, home address:
$10.60).
We expected to fnd that valuations decreased as the realism of
the elicitation scenario increased. Such a trend would also have been
consistent with previous results on hypothetical bias efects [22, 56].
We did not fnd evidence of such a trend in general, however. The
only potential exception to this is the abovementioned fnding that
specifc attributes in RealEnd were sold for signifcantly less than in
RealNoEnd . Although the primary diference between these conditions is in their handling of endowment rather than realism, one
could consider RealEnd to be more “realistic” than RealNoEnd because
in practice the attributes that users are selling are often already
technically available to third parties (as participants are explicitly
reminded in RealEnd but not in RealNoEnd ).
Last, we checked whether participants would update their initial valuations if given the chance. Recall that as part of our study
design, we presented participants in RealNoEnd with the option to
revisit their initial valuations after logging in to Google. We hypothesized that participants would become more conscious about their
privacy once shown the information they shared with us, and, in
consequence, would increase their valuations or decide not to sell
some of their attributes. Our observations contradicted this hypothesis: we found that 42 out of the 53 participants in RealNoEnd (∼80%)
did not update their initial valuations, while three participants decided to sell more attributes. Of the remaining eight participants,
two decided not to sell some of their attributes, and six increased
a subset of their valuations by 1.25× to 5.25×. We speculate that
endowment efects may have afected most participants’ decisions
not to change their initial valuations after sharing their attributes
with us.
To understand how our outlier exclusion criteria afected our
results, we performed the same regression on our data with outliers
included. All factors retained in the outliers-excluded model were
also present in the outliers-included model. In our outliers-included
model, gender, IUIPC-control, and the interaction between attribute
and party were additionally retained.
Parameter estimates for the outliers-included model can be found
in App. B.

Parameter

Est.

95% CI

p-value

(Intercept)

3.90

[2.88, 5.19]

<.01

condition (RealNoEnd )
RealEnd
HypLow
HypMedium
HypHigh

0.14
0.09
-0.04
0.28

[-0.19, 0.6]
[-0.19, 0.45]
[-0.28, 0.28]
[-0.04, 0.72]

.46
.57
.79
.10

attribute (age)
email
gender
relationship
address
occupation
phone.num

0.43
-0.19
-0.05
1.09
0.22
1.67

[0.29, 0.59]
[-0.26, -0.11]
[-0.13, 0.04]
[0.85, 1.36]
[0.11, 0.35]
[1.32, 2.08]

<.01
<.01
.28
<.01
<.01
<.01

party (research pool)
ad.network
federal
insurance
market
political

0.15
0.04
0.21
0.20
0.21

[0.04, 0.26]
[-0.06, 0.14]
[0.1, 0.33]
[0.09, 0.31]
[0.09, 0.34]

<.01
.45
<.01
<.01
<.01

iuipc.collection.centered

0.10

[0.03, 0.17]

<.01

-0.33
-0.40

[-0.45, -0.18]
[-0.52, -0.26]

<.01
<.01

RealEnd :address
RealEnd :phone.num

Table 2: Parameter estimates for our values mixed model
(baselines are reported in parentheses). Estimates are backtransformed into dollar amounts. Interaction terms are
shown if statistically signifcant. Bold p-values are statistically signifcant. Predictions for specifc factor values can
be computed by transforming parameter estimates using
log(x+1), summing the transforms, and retransforming to
dollars.

4.2.2 Declining to sell atributes. Another way to characterize how
much participants value their personal information is by the number
of attributes they would prefer not to sell at any price. For each
receiving party and condition, Fig. 3 presents the percentage of
participants that agreed to sell their attributes. While participants
were less likely to sell certain attributes (e.g., phone number), they
were likely to sell others (e.g., age).
We built a mixed-efects logistic regression model to understand
the factors afecting participants’ likelihood of selling personal
attributes. Model selection began from a model that included fxed
efects for condition, attribute, party, and all two-way interactions
between condition, attribute, and party. Additionally, it included
the only demographic variable present in the fnal regression model
on dollar values (IUIPC collection score, centered). After model
selection, the interaction between condition and party was not
included; all other variables were retained in the fnal not-sold
model. In particular, in contrast to the regression model for values,
the interaction between attribute and party was retained. Tests of
fxed efects for model comparison were performed using likelihood
ratio tests; IUIPC-collection and the two retained interactions terms
were found to be statistically signifcant (p < 0.001).
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The results of this model are shown in Table 3. For this model,
81.2% of the outcome variance was explained by the combination
of fxed efects and the random participant intercept, while 28.4%
was explained by the fxed efects alone. Similarly as with attribute
values, the small variance explained by the fxed efects suggests
that, on their own, they may be insufcient to predict a particular
individual’s decision to sell. While a mixed-efect model can account
for a signifcant degree of variance in participants’ decision to sell
(where the model is trained on those participants’ valuation data),
other factors may need to be considered for accurate predictions
for individuals not appearing in the training data.
For an individual with IUIPC-collection score equal to the average in our sample (5.7), our model predicts the probability of selling
to be lowest for phone number when selling to an political party
in the least realistic scenario (HypHigh ), at 0.4%. In contrast, our
model predicts the highest odds of selling for age when selling to a
research pool, in a scenario where personal information has already
been provided (RealEnd ), at 98%.
Attribute types that can be used to contact a person were generally the least likely to be sold, particularly phone number and
address. This is similar to he trend we observed for dollar valuations (Section 4.2.1). However, the extent to which an attribute
was less likely to be sold compared to our baseline attribute type
and receiving party (age and research pool, respectively) depended
on the particular combination of the two. For example, for many
(but not all) attributes, our model predicts increased odds of selling
when selling to federal agencies, insurance companies, or political
parties.
Again, as was the case for dollar values, we did not fnd a general
diference in selling decisions between RealEnd and RealNoEnd participants.
We had expected that hypothetical bias would lead to more participants refusing to sell attributes in the hypothetical conditions
than in the realistic conditions. However, we did not observe statistically signifcantly higher rates of refusal either in general or for
particular attributes.

Parameter

Est. Odds

Odds 95% CI

p-val

63.71

[23.05, 176.11]

<.01

0.35
0.78
0.66
0.38

[0.09, 1.32]
[0.25, 2.45]
[0.21, 2.06]
[0.12, 1.19]

.12
.67
.48
.10

0.05
0.72
0.18
0.01
0.07
<0.01

[0.03, 0.11]
[0.34, 1.54]
[0.09, 0.36]
[0.00, 0.01]
[0.03, 0.13]
[0.00, 0.01]

<.01
.40
<.01
<.01
<.01
<.01

party (research pool)
ad.network
federal
insurance
market
political

0.09
0.12
0.05
0.19
0.04

[0.05, 0.14]
[0.07, 0.2]
[0.03, 0.08]
[0.11, 0.32]
[0.02, 0.06]

<.01
<.01
<.01
<.01
<.01

iuipc.collection.centered

0.55

[0.43, 0.71]

<.01

relationship:ad.network
address:federal
phone.num:federal
relationship:insurance
address:insurance
occupation:insurance
relationship:political
address:political
occupation:political
phone.num:political

3.42
5.66
4.29
4.53
4.89
3.52
4.46
4.12
3.60
4.15

[1.78, 6.57]
[2.9, 11.03]
[2.13, 8.64]
[2.37, 8.65]
[2.46, 9.74]
[1.85, 6.7]
[2.34, 8.52]
[2.04, 8.34]
[1.89, 6.86]
[1.97, 8.76]

.01
<.01
<.01
<.01
<.01
<.01
<.01
<.01
<.01
<.01

(Intercept)
condition (RealNoEnd )
RealEnd
Hyplow
HypMedium
HypHigh
attribute (age)
email
gender
relationship
address
occupation
phone.num

Table 3: Parameter estimates for the logistic regression
model estimating how factors afect the likelihood of selling
(baselines are reported in parentheses). Bold p-values are statistically signifcant. Interaction terms are shown only if statistically signifcant.

4.3 Attribute rankings

To improve the accuracy of our predictions, we further tested
whether full attribute rankings in realistic conditions can be predicted via users’ input on a subset of anchor attributes. Essentially,
this simulates a system that asks users to specify their preferences
for sharing a few attributes (e.g., age and occupation) in order to
predict the users’ preferences for all seven attributes. As a proof
of concept of such a system, we apply a trivial principle to predict
rankings: C(N , 2) comparisons can defne an order among N items.8
We frst selected the anchor attributes (i.e., the subset of attributes
we simulated asking users about). In the experiments, we varied
the number of anchor attributes between two and seven. For simplicity, we refer to the number of anchor attributes used in any
particular experiment as x. To choose the x anchors, we divided the
average ranking into x groups of (almost) equal sizes and chose the
attribute with the maximum variance in ranking from each group.
The intuition behind this selection method is that anchor attributes

We found that rankings of attributes were stable across both condition and receiving parties. On average, the attributes had the
following ranking (from least to most important): gender, age, relationship status, occupation, email address, home address, and phone
number. The same average ranking was observed when considering
specifc conditions and receiving parties.
As a consequence of this stability, average rankings are reasonably good predictors of participants’ actual rankings, including in
the realistic conditions. For example, the average rankings exactly
matched 55.12% of the combined RealEnd and RealNoEnd participants’
rankings, with mean accuracy (measured via Kendall’s τ ) of 89.22%
and mean NDCG of 95.85%. (We note that exact matching is quite
difcult, given that there are 7! = 5040 possible rankings.) Because
the average rankings are the same across conditions, this means
that hypothetical studies can potentially be sufcient to learn about
how users prioritize sharing their data.

8 C(N ,
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1

with high variance contain more information than attributes with
low variance about the rankings of other attributes.
Once the x anchor attributes were selected, we represented rankings as a C(x, 2) feature vector: one feature for each pair of anchor
attributes ai and a j , where a value of 1 indicated that ai > a j , 0
indicated that ai = a j , and −1 indicated that ai < a j . We then used
a training set of such feature vectors to train C(7, 2) classifers, or 21
classifers, one for each pair of attributes. Each classifer attempts
to predict (based on the input anchor attributes) which of its two
targeted attributes should be ranked higher. To predict overall ranking, we ordered the attributes according to the number of times
they were predicted to be more important than others. We used
Gentle AdaBoost [52] to train the classifers that compare attribute
pairs. Prior work that used similar ranking algorithms (especially
in the area of information retrieval) was often constrained by the
need to be computationally efcient, which necessitated the use of
less intuitive ranking algorithms (e.g., [24]).
We evaluated the performance of our prototype by training models on data from either hypothetical or realistic conditions, and
testing the models on data from real conditions. We performed fve
cross-validation rounds, each time selecting 90 random participants
for training the models, and evaluating on the rankings of 24 the
remaining participants from the realistic conditions. Figure 4 shows
the prediction performance. The horizontal dashed lines represent
the performance (in exact match, Kendall’s τ accuracy, and NDCG)
of predicting using only averages, without anchor attributes; the
solid and dot-dash lines represent performance in the same metrics when using x anchors, for hypothetical and realistic training
respectively.
Overall, our results suggest that it is possible to predict rankings
with high accuracy while only asking users a small number of
potentially disruptive questions. For example, by asking a user to
rank three attributes, one can predict the full rankings better than
when using the average rankings alone. It is also important to note
that the performance of models which were trained on hypothetical
data was comparable to the performance of models trained on
realistic data, providing further evidence that hypothetical scenarios
may be sufcient to learn about users’ real rankings.
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Exact match from Hyp
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Figure 4: The performance of ranking prediction as a function of the number of anchor attributes. The horizontal
dashed lines show the performance when using the average
rankings for prediction.

We examined whether dropout rate diferences between Real
and Hyp participants biased our experimental groups in such a way
that, among those who did not drop out, Real participants were less
privacy-sensitive than their Hyp counterparts. We did not fnd signifcant diferences in IUIPC scores (or any measured demographic
variable) between Real and Hyp participants (all p>.08). Furthermore, our valuation results support the idea that Real dropouts
did not lead to less privacy-sensitive participants in Real than in
Hyp conditions. If Real dropouts tended to drop out for privacy
reasons, we would expect Hyp participants to have overall higher
selling prices or increased likelihood of not selling attributes (since
privacy-sensitive Hyp participants would likely be retained). Thus,
the expected efect on Real values due to dropouts would be in
the same direction as the expected change on Real values due to
hypothetical bias. The fact that we did not observe statistically
signifcant diferences in attribute valuations for the majority of
cases suggests that dropouts did not introduce a bias in privacysensitivity between experimental groups, and that our experimental
manipulation did not afect valuations for those cases.

4.4 Study dropouts
A number of participants who began our study ultimately dropped
out. To investigate why they dropped out, we compared dropout
rates between conditions. We considered a participant as beginning
the study once they had accepted the study consent form, and considered a participant as dropping out of the study if they did not
successfully enter the completion code on Prolifc (the completion
code was shown at the end of the survey). Based on this criteria, we
had 31 dropouts in RealEnd (5.5%), 45 dropouts in RealNoEnd (8.0%),
11 dropouts in HypLow (2.0%), 14 dropouts in HypMedium (2.5%),
and 6 dropouts in HypHigh (1.1%). Diferences in dropout rates by
condition were statistically signifcant (χ 2 (4) = 47.2, p < .01). Comparing pairs of conditions, all Hyp conditions signifcantly difered
in dropout rate relative to RealNoEnd (Holm-Bonferroni-corrected
Fisher’s Exact Test, p ≤ .01). We did not fnd statistically signifcant diferences in dropout rates between RealEnd and RealNoEnd ,
HypLow and HypMedium , nor between HypMedium and HypHigh .

5

DISCUSSION

We discuss the implications of our fndings for designing studies
to measure privacy preferences and for designing systems that
incorporate privacy valuation.

5.1

Hypothetical bias

Hypothetical bias is typically measured via calibration factors, or
the hypothetical value of a good divided by its true value. For most
goods, people typically overestimate their selling price in hypothetical scenarios, resulting in calibration factors that are greater than
1.
In this study, we examined hypothetical bias for privacy valuation. We did not fnd a general trend of higher hypothetical values
than realistic values for attributes. Based on predictions from our
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ftted regression model, the degree of hypothetical bias we observed
was relatively small. For example, the largest average attribute calibration factor predicted by our model (when selling to advertising
networks in HypHigh ) was 1.61, much smaller than what List and
Gallet found for public and private goods (4.44 and 8.41, respectively) [33]. We did not fnd signifcant diferences in the relative
ordering of attributes between hypothetical and realistic conditions.
These perhaps counterintuitive fndings reinforce how nuanced and
dependent on context people’s privacy preferences are, while also
illustrating a way of roughly capturing these preferences, despite
the challenges involved.
Lastly, we observed a diferent kind of biasing efect of real or
realistic studies, which may be important to consider for valuations
of privacy goods. We found signifcantly increased dropout rates
among our realistic-scenario participants compared to hypotheticalscenario ones. We speculate that dropouts in our realistic scenarios
may have been more privacy-concerned, which is supported by pilot
data in which dropouts were more likely to not sell attributes during
initial valuations (i.e. before the Google SSO request). The potential
for the most privacy-concerned to drop out should therefore be be
taken into account when putting study results to practical use or
deciding how to design future studies.
In particular, if the goal of a study is to understand not only
selling prices but also decisions about whether to sell, then the
study design should use a real or realistic scenario. Further, if the
goal is to understand real behavior in settings where participation
is mandatory (or necessary in practice, e.g., due to network efects),
then researchers should work to reduce dropout rates. This might
require increased compensation or assurances about data-handling
practices. On the other hand, if the focus is purely on valuation,
the level of realisim is less important, as neither the level of realism
(as expressed through the fve conditions) nor whether participants
dropped out appeared to strongly infuence dollar valuations.

Our fndings suggest that system designers should carefully consider the impact of endowment efects; if users have already shared
information, then their reported values may underestimate their
unbiased values. Further, if the system only requires understanding priorities among attributes (e.g., to select which attributes to
share in a single-sign-on setting), then it may be sufcient to collect
valuations for a subset of anchor attributes.

5.4

Other considerations

Prior work suggests that users have difculty valuating privacy in
part due to uncertainty and malleability [1]. Our results provide
further evidence for these ideas.
Participants’ responses discussing the difculty of assigning
values to attributes demonstrated uncertainty about the potential
consequences of selling attributes. Some potential consequences,
like receiving spam, appeared well understood, but several participants provided comments such as, “It is unclear if any of the
entities I am potentially selling my information to would be subject to non-disclosure and/or privacy/hacking policies.” Participants
were also uncertain about how to appropriately value their personal
attributes. (This is perhaps unsurprising, since personal attributes
are not typically thought of in terms of price in everyday situations.)
Many participants mentioned wanting to see other people’s values
for context in setting their own.
Finally, our experimental results reinforce that notion that privacy valuations are malleable. For certain attributes, whether participants had already shared some personal information had a signifcant impact on their privacy valuations.

6

CONCLUSION

We conducted a between-subject online survey with 434 participants to study how users valuate personal information. Our study
enhanced our understanding of prior work’s fndings by providing
nuanced insight to how diferent factors (e.g., level of realism and
endowment efects) work in concert to afect users’ valuations. For
example, we fnd that, for the attributes we studied, valuations
elicited under realistic conditions are not overall lower than ones
elicited under hypothetical conditions—contrary to what one would
expect given the privacy paradox. We also found that, in contrast to
the valuations, rankings of diferent types of personal information
were independent of the factors we studied. We interpreted our
fndings and discussed how they shed light on the design of systems
and user studies.

5.2 Endowment efect
Although typically used to explain diferences between people’s
willingness to accept compensation for a good and their willingness
to pay for that good, the endowment efect can be applied to other
contexts (e.g., perception of a company being more trustworthy if
a person owns its product [3]).
We observed evidence of the endowment efect on the selling
prices of phone number and home address, which were on average
priced lower when information had already been shared. This efect
was largest for phone number: an average of $4.62 less in RealEnd
than RealNoEnd . One potential explanation for not observing this
efect across all attributes may relate to the low selling prices of
some attributes, which may have limited our ability to observe
signifcant diferences.
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5.3 Implications for system design
Understanding how users value personal attributes can help a system designer to decide which attributes to ask a user to share with
the system itself and with other users, or to choose default sharing
and visibility settings. Understanding privacy valuation may also
help with decisions about when and how to use customer data for
targeted advertising.
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The Information Market aggregates information about individuals and sells it to interested 3rd parties, such as research pools
or advertising networks. Individuals (like you) can set a price for
each attribute they are interested in selling (e.g., city where live,
level of education) or decide not to sell an attribute at all. In addition, individuals can set a diferent price for each kind of 3rd party.
For example, individuals can decide to sell information about the
city they live in to a research pool, but never to sell this type of
information to political parties.
For more information, please visit: [URL]
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A

PROTOCOL

[All conditions: Consent form]
[RealEnd : Login with Google SSO]
[All conditions: Distraction task]
RealEnd : Introducing the information marketplace:
Thank you for your feedback on our eyeglasses designs!
We have partnered with other researchers at Carnegie Mellon
University who are creating an Information Market. You have
been selected to receive an ofer to participate in this market.
Please carefully read about how this market works:
The Information Market aggregates information about individuals and sells it to interested 3rd parties, such as research pools
or advertising networks. Individuals (like you) can set a price for
each attribute they are interested in selling (e.g., city where live,
level of education) or decide not to sell an attribute at all. In addition, individuals can set a diferent price for each kind of 3rd party.
For example, individuals can decide to sell information about the
city they live in to a research pool, but never to sell this type of
information to political parties.
For more information, please visit: [URL]

HypMedium : Introducing the information marketplace:
Thank you for your feedback on our eyeglasses designs!
We have partnered with other researchers at Carnegie Mellon
University who are exploring the concept of an Information Market.
You have been selected to receive an ofer to help evaluate
this market concept. As the marketplace is imaginary and not
actually operating, your answers will be used only for research and
no actual exchange will be performed with the marketplace (i.e.,
you won’t need to actually share your information, and you won’t
earn any money).
To help us evaluate this new marketplace concept, please
imagine the following scenario:
The Information Market aggregates information about individuals and sells it to interested 3rd parties, such as research pools or
advertising networks. Individuals (like you) can set a price for each
attribute they are interested in selling (e.g., city where live, level
of education) or decide not to sell an attribute at all. In addition,
individuals can set a diferent price for each kind of 3rd party. For
example, individuals can decide to sell information about the city
they live in to a research pool, but never to sell this type of information to political parties.

RealNoEnd : Introducing the information marketplace:
Thank you for your feedback on our eyeglasses designs!
We have partnered with other researchers at Carnegie Mellon
University who are creating an Information Market. You have
been selected to receive an ofer to participate in this market.
Please carefully read about how this market works:
The Information Market aggregates information about individuals and sells it to interested 3rd parties, such as research pools
or advertising networks. Individuals (like you) can set a price for
each attribute they are interested in selling (e.g., city where live,
level of education) or decide not to sell an attribute at all. In addition, individuals can set a diferent price for each kind of 3rd party.
For example, individuals can decide to sell information about the
city they live in to a research pool, but never to sell this type of
information to political parties.
For more information, please visit: [URL]

HypHigh : Introducing the information marketplace:
Thank you for your feedback on our eyeglasses designs!
We have partnered with other researchers at Carnegie Mellon
University who are studying buying and selling preferences for
personal information (e.g., age, education level) . You have been
selected to receive an ofer to participate in this research.
Please imagine the following scenario:
The Information Market aggregates information about individuals and sells it to interested 3rd parties, such as research pools or
advertising networks. Individuals (like you) can set a price for each
attribute they are interested in selling (e.g., city where live, level
of education) or decide not to sell an attribute at all. In addition,
individuals can set a diferent price for each kind of 3rd party. For
example, individuals can decide to sell information about the city
they live in to a research pool, but never to sell this type of information to political parties.

HypLow : Introducing the information marketplace:
Thank you for your feedback on our eyeglasses designs!
We have partnered with other researchers at Carnegie Mellon
University who are creating an Information Market. You have
been selected to receive an ofer to help evaluate this market,
which will begin operating soon. As the marketplace is not yet
operating, your answers will only be used for research and no actual
exchange will be performed with the marketplace (i.e., you won’t
need to actually share your information, and you won’t earn any
money).
Please carefully read about how this market works:

[All conditions: First attention question (if the participant fails to
answer correctly the frst time, return to the introduction and reask
the question)]
All conditions: Market’s means of operation:
How the Information Market operates:
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There is no direct contact between the 3rd parties that purchase
information and the individuals selling that information. All transactions occur within the marketplace.
A 3rd party can ask the Information Market for data about individuals with specifc profles, such as those in a particular income
range. For a given 3rd party budget, the Information Market will
spend that budget by purchasing the lowest priced information frst.
If your information is sold, you will be compensated an amount
higher or equal to the price you assigned to it. (This is similar to
how eBay works, but in reverse: on eBay you would have to pay
an amount equal to or lesser than your highest bid.)
Here is an example:
An ad network with a $10 budget can ask the Information Market
for home address information. Let’s assume that Dan and Carol
are the only individuals willing to sell their home addresses. Dan
is willing to sell his home address for $5 and Carol is willing to
sell hers for $6. Since the ad network cannot aford to purchase
both Dan and Carol’s information, it will be instead only purchase
Dan’s.
Please note that the numbers used here are only for illustration.
A seller in the Information Market may assign any price he/she
sees suitable on his/her information (e.g., $1, $10, $100).

won’t actually be paid for your attributes).
HypMedium : Reminder:
In what follows, please remember: As the Information Market is imaginary and not actually operating, your answers will be
used only for research and no actual exchange will be performed
(i.e., you won’t need to actually share your information, and you
won’t actually be paid for your attributes).
HypHigh : Reminder:
In what follows, please remember: The Information Market
is completely hypothetical. Your answers will be used only for research and no actual exchange will be performed (i.e., you won’t
need to actually share your information, and you won’t actually be
paid for your attributes).
All conditions: Valuation task:
For each pair of an attribute and a third party, please mark
whether you would sell the attribute to the 3rd party for a certain price, or refuse to sell. Either enter a dollar amount or check
“do not sell.”
[The following input dialogue was used for each of the seven attributes (note that javascript was used to highlight missing rows
and prevent the insertion of dollar amounts when the “Do Not Sell”
option was selected)]

[All conditions: Second attention question (if the participant fails
to answer correctly the frst time, return to Information Market’s
means of operation and reask the question)]
RealEnd : Reminder:
In what follows, please remember: You have already shared
some information with us by logging into Google.
Here is some of the data you have shared with us: [show information.]
If you decide to sell information about yourself and it is bought
by a 3rd party, we will automatically share your information with
that party. If additional information about you is required, we will
contact you with instructions on how to provide it and payment
will be contingent upon that information being provided. For example, we may ask you to install a browser extension in order to
share your browsing history with us.
RealNoEnd : Reminder:
In what follows, please remember: If you decide to sell information about yourself and it is bought by a 3rd party, we will
automatically share your information with that party. If additional
information about you is required, we will contact you with instructions on how to provide it and payment will be contingent upon
that information being provided. For example, we may ask you to
install a browser extension in order to share your browsing history
with us.

[RealNoEnd : Google SSO login]
[RealNoEnd : Present data that we were able to collect from the participant’s Google account]
RealNoEnd : Revisit valuations:
You are given the option to update the answers you’ve previously provided, if you like.
For each pair of attribute and third party, please specify a
selling price or refusal to sell. Either enter a dollar amount
or check “Do not sell.”
[Show same dialogue as before]

HypLow : Reminder:
In what follows, please remember: As the Information Market is still not operating, your answers will be used only for research
and no actual exchange will be performed with the marketplace
(i.e., you won’t need to actually share your information, and you

[Ask participant’s in RealNoEnd who changed their initial valuations
about what led to their decision]
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RealEnd and RealNoEnd : Debrief:
Thank you for participating in our research.
One challenge in studying privacy decision making is that if participants are aware that researchers are studying privacy behavior,
they may change their behavior in response. As a result, to capture
more natural behavior, it is sometimes necessary for researchers to
deceive study participants. In this study, we told you that we would
sell your information to an ad network, but that was not true. We
will not sell your information to anyone. However, you will receive
an extra $1.50 in compensation instead. As researchers, we take
the privacy of our participants very seriously, and we will use your
data only for research and protect it carefully.
By allowing you to believe that your information could be sold
for real money, we hoped to capture a more realistic valuation of
your privacy than if we had just asked you to imagine a hypothetical scenario. We believe this approach will provide important
information about how people value the privacy of their data.
As part of our obligation to protect the safety of our participants,
we submitted our study for review by Carnegie Mellon University’s
Institutional Review Board (also known as an ethics board), which
approved our research. However, if you have any concerns about
the study, please share them with us below.

VALUES REGRESSION MODEL INCLUDING
OUTLIERS

The parameter estimates for the mixed-efects regression model
when including outliers are reported in Table 4.
Parameter

Est.

95% CI

p-value

(Intercept)

4.33

[2.5, 7.1]

< .01

condition (RealNoEnd )
RealEnd
HypLow
HypMedium
HypHigh

0.27
0.10
-0.01
0.05

[-0.26, 1.19]
[-0.32, 0.78]
[-0.38, 0.58]
[-0.35, 0.7]

.38
.69
.97
.84

attribute (age)
email
gender
relationship
address
occupation
phone.num

0.37
-0.11
0.04
1.05
0.34
1.38

[0.13, 0.65]
[-0.25, 0.04]
[-0.12, 0.24]
[0.65, 1.56]
[0.12, 0.61]
[0.84, 2.07]

.01
.14
.65
< .01
.01
< .01

0.15
0.11
0.29
0.26
0.26

[-0.04, 0.37]
[-0.07, 0.31]
[0.08, 0.54]
[0.06, 0.49]
[0.05, 0.51]

.13
.26
< .01
< .01
.01

0.15
-0.20
43.24

[-0.12, 0.5]
[-0.82, 2.59]
[6.08, 275.59]

.30
.77
< .01

iuipc.control.centered
iuipc.collection.centered

0.07
0.16

[-0.09, 0.25]
[0.02, 0.31]

.41
.02

RealEnd :address
RealEnd :phone.num
HypHigh :phone.num
HypHigh :ad.network
HypHigh :political

0.81
2.54
0.74
0.40
0.40

[0.39, 1.36]
[1.63, 3.76]
[0.31, 1.32]
[0.16, 0.68]
[0.16, 0.7]

< .01
< .01
.01
.03
.04

party (research pool)
ad.network
federal
partyinsurance
market
political

[Ask participants about whether they would provide diferent answers outside of a study]
[RealEnd and RealNoEnd : Ask about attribute validity (highlight that
participants’ answers would not afect their compensation)]
[All Conditions: Ask IUIPC and demographic questions]

gender (female)
gender.male
gender.other
gender.prefer.na

Table 4: Parameter estimates for our values mixed model
with outliers included. Estimates are back-transformed into
dollar amounts. Bold p-values are statistically signifcant.
Interaction terms are shown only if statistically signifcant.
Marginal R 2 = 0.13. Conditional R 2 = 0.79.
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